
PROJECT NAME WOODY 2000 BACKGROUND EXPANSION

Project Name: Woody Background: Expansion and Modernisation of Woody's Manufacturing Business with Growth
Based on Computer Controlled.

The following processes belongs to this process group: finding the project manager, finding and documenting
the needs of the client, discussing with the customer how those needs are to be met, the project description is
to be written in one page, receiving the approval from senior management for planning the project Planning
process group answering to the question How will you do it?. It is imperative that the entire Woody project
team is on board with the enforcing of a very strict quality assurance program. Monitor the project risks and
identify new risks. Since work theoretically cannot start until the permits are secured, we must ensure that we
submit the plans as soon as they are completed. This was used to judge the overall project performance. Value
Engineering: The key to value engineering is continual review of the design documents through attendance at
periodic team meetings and detailed estimates at milestone stages of design. Compatibility a. Draw a project
organization chart. Program and Design Compatibility a. Ron Carpenter is affectionately known to all as
"Woody" and so the company is generally known as "Woody's". After a visit to the factory floor and a
prolonged and sometimes bitter argument lasting into the early hours, it was agreed that the company would
stay put on its existing property. On the other hand, the frequency of fires in shortleaf pine areas also has an
effect. Rivett B. As a registered mechanical engineer, he knew that the specifications governed the quality of
equipment, workmanship and performance. A preliminary cash flow was developed and we will analyze this
document later in this proposed plan. Leadbetter was not entirely satisfied with the installation of the
mechanical equipment for the dust-free paint shop. Olaf Volta Classic Cladding Co. Review of quality control
checklists that apply to subcontractors c. Three-Month Calendar: A three-month calendar with all upcoming
meetings and major events was included with all meeting minutes and was updated weekly. Illustrate your
milestones on a simple bar chart scaled to the information provided in the Case Study. They also failed to
insist that EID obtain the building occupation certificate. It will track progress towards each iteration during
the project life progress. All the outputs from different software embedded in this final project Microsoft Word
document. So how a project like Woody doesnt need it?? The field staff will review safety guidelines for
proper rigging and also will receive instruction on Material Data Safety Sheets. John Carpenter, not a favourite
with the older staff, was blamed for introducing these "new fangled and unnecessarily complicated ideas".
Higgins, Kenneth F. The project should be designed by expert design office, and executed by a professional
contractor.


